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ABSTRACT

THE EFFECTS OF WALKING SPEED ON KNEE JOINT LOADING ESTIMATED VIA
MUSCULOSKELETAL MODELING

Walking is the most common form of physical activity and is assumed to incur a
relatively small risk of musculoskeletal injury. However, walking related- musculoskeletal
injuries, particularly at the knee joint, are not uncommon in individuals who walk for exercise.
Surprisingly, there is scant data regarding how walking conditions (e.g. speed, grade, surface)
affect loads (i.e. contact forces) across lower extremity joints. Studies to date have used proxy
measures of joint loading, primarily net muscle moments (NMM); however the validity of these
proxy measures to estimate joint contact forces (JCF) is not well established. The purpose of
this study was to estimate knee JCFs during slow, moderate and fast walking and to examine the
validity of NMMs to estimate JCFs. We hypothesized that both knee JCFs and sagittal plane
NMMs would increase with walking speed, but that the increases in NMMs would be much
greater than the increases in axial JCFs. We collected kinematic and kinetic data as ten adults
(mass = 67.2 (12.0) kg, mean (SD)) walked on a dual-belt force measuring treadmill at 0.75,
1.25, and 1.50 m•s-1. An OpenSim three-dimensional musculoskeletal model with 23 degrees of
freedom and 92 muscle actuators was scaled to each subject. We calculated NMMs and muscle
forces via inverse dynamics and static optimization, respectively, for 5 gait cycles per subject at
each speed. We determined knee JCFs from the vector sum of the joint reaction force and
individual muscle forces crossing the knee joint, in the tibial reference frame. During weight
acceptance in early stance, axial and anterior-posterior knee JCFs increased by ~30% and 175%,
respectively as walking speed increased from 0.75 m•s-1 to 1.50 m•s-1. At the same point in the
ii

gait cycle, peak sagittal plane extensor NMM increased by over 200% (P<0.001) as speed
increased. The modest differences in axial knee JCFs with walking speed, suggest that slower
speeds may not reduce joint loading substantially. Additionally, our results suggest that NMMs
are not a good proxy measure of axial JCFs and that detailed musculoskeletal models should be
used to quantify the effects of walking conditions on joint loading.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Walking is the most common form of physical activity [1] and is assumed to incur a
relatively small risk of musculoskeletal injury . However, walking-related musculoskeletal
injuries, particularly at the knee joint, are not uncommon in individuals who walk for exercise [1,
2]. These injuries may be due, at least in part, to relatively large muscle forces and loads across
the knee joint articulating surfaces. Surprisingly, there is scant data regarding how walking
conditions (e.g. speed, grade, surface) affect loads (i.e. contact forces) across lower extremity
joints. Musculoskeletal injuries and excessive or abnormal loading have both been linked to the
onset and progression of osteoarthritis (OA) [3, 4]; therefor, improving our understanding of how
walking speeds affect joint loading will enhance our ability to develop effective walking-based
physical activity recommendations.
Joint contact forces (JCFs) are a result of forces produced by the muscles that cross a
joint and inter-segmental reaction forces at a joint. As we are unable to directly measure JCFs in
healthy human joints, proxy measures are used to estimate these forces. A common proxy
measure of the compressive (axial) knee JCF is the sagittal plane net muscle moment (NMM).
The sagittal plane NMM is the net moment produced by skeletal muscle forces and their
respective moment arms, to counter-act the external moment at a joint. NMMs change with
walking speed, suggesting that joint loads also change with speed.

Lelas et al. reported that

peak early stance sagittal plane knee extension NMMs increased nearly 2.5 fold, while late
stance flexion NMMs only increased approximately 16% as walking speed increased from 0.75
m•s-1 to 1.5 m•s-1 [5]. Browning and Kram found that peak extensor sagittal-plane NMMs
1

increased by approximately 150% in normal-weight subjects and 140% in obese subjects
between 0.75 m•s-1 and 1.50 m•s-1. [6]. The changes in sagittal plane NMMs with speed reflect
changes in both lower extremity kinematics and ground reaction forces (GRFs). Knee flexion
angles during early stance increase with faster walking speeds[7, 8], as do peak vertical GRFs
[7]. Braking and propulsive GRFs also increase dramatically (~300-400%) with faster walking
speeds [7]. With increased speed, lower extremity muscle activity has been shown to generally
increase in magnitude [7, 9, 10]. Collectively, the increased NMM and muscle activity are likely
associated with increased muscle and joint contact forces.
The advent of artificial joint replacements with force transducers and telemetry systems
has allowed researchers the ability to measure in vivo loading characteristics of the knee (and
other joints) during gait [11-17] as well as during other activities of daily living and recreation
[13, 14, 16-18]. Knee JCFs are reported to be 2-3 times bodyweight (BW) during walking [1117]. Only one study to date has quantified the effects of walking speed on knee joint contact
forces using a force measuring implant. D’Lima et al. reported no significant changes in contact
forces during “normal” walking speeds, ranging from 0.47 m•s-1 to 1.34 m•s-1; however, they did
report a significant increase (from 2.2 - 3.0 BW) in contact forces at a “power walking” speed
(~1.79 m•s-1) [13]. These studies offer the only in vivo measured loading data for the knee joint
during gait. While these results may not be generalizable due to altered knee architecture,
limited sample sizes, and elderly/osteo-arthritis afflicted participants, the more modest increases
in joint loading with walking speed from this study [13] suggest that there may be a
disassociation between NMMs and JCFs.
Recent advancements in musculoskeletal modeling [19] and computing power have
provided biomechanics researchers much more precise tools for estimating JCFs than commonly
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used proxy measures. Musculoskeletal models contain geometries of the skeletal system, paths
for individual muscles, and defined joints representative of human anatomy. Combined with
forward or inverse dynamic approaches and/or optimization theory, these models can be used to
estimate muscle and joint loading [19-22]. To date, there have been few studies which have used
musculoskeletal modeling to investigate joint loading, and reported results across multiple
speeds. While validating a musculoskeletal model against an instrumented knee implant for one
subject, Kim et al. reported ~35% increase (~2.1 BW to ~2.85 BW) in estimated tibial contact
forces from 0.80 m•s-1 to 1.52 m•s-1, with very close agreement to measured contact forces [12].
We could find no studies that directly examined the association between model-estimated joint
loading and sagittal plane NMMs across a range of walking speeds.
The purpose of the present study was to examine how JCFs at the knee change with
changes in walking speed in order to develop a better understanding of the relationship between
walking speed and joint mechanics. Additionally, we sought to examine if proxy measures of
knee joint loading (sagittal plane NMMs) were indicative of axial knee JCFs estimated through
musculoskeletal modeling We hypothesized that both knee JCFs and sagittal plane NMMs
would increase with walking speed; however, we further hypothesized that the increases in
NMMs will be much greater than increases in estimated axial JCFs, similar to the data reported
by D’Lima et al. using instrumented knee replacements [13].
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Physical activity and Musculoskeletal Injury / Pathology
Physical activity is often prescribed because of its numerous health benefits and
associated energy expenditure. Current American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) physical
activity recommendations include a minimum of 30 minutes of moderate intensity (40%-60% of
V02max) aerobic physical activity five days per week or 20 minutes of vigorous (>60% VO2max)
physical activity three days per week to improve or maintain health. The recommendations also
allow for combinations of these two strategies completed in bouts of at least ten minutes [23].
However, physical activity in excess of the minimum recommendations are suggested to further
improve aerobic capacity, reduce the risk for chronic health conditions and mortality, and/or
achieve an energy balance or deficit [23]. The most commonly prescribed form of physical
activity walking, and most individuals are advised to walk at a brisk pace [1]. However, faster
walking speeds have been shown to increase proxy measures of joint loading [5, 6], which may
increase the risks for acute or chronic musculoskeletal injury, including the development or
progression of osteoarthritis.
Musculoskeletal injuries and disorders are the leading cause of disability in the United
States, with an economic cost of approximately $149 billion dollars annually [24]. Hootman and
colleagues found that nearly a quarter of all physically active adults in their study reported a
musculoskeletal injury over the course of a year. Of these injuries, 83% were physical activityrelated. Lower extremity injuries consisting of muscle and ligament strains/tears and bone
fractures were among the most common injuries reported, with the back listed as the second most
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common site of musculoskeletal injuries. The knee joint was the most frequently reported site of
lower extremity musculoskeletal injuries [1]. An increase in the volume of physical activity has
been positively correlated with musculoskeletal injury rate[1]. Not surprisingly, musculoskeletal
injuries are often a reported reason for temporarily or permanently stopping a physical activity
program [1, 25].
In addition to the acute or chronic musculoskeletal injuries listed above, osteoarthritis
(OA), is one of the leading musculoskeletal disorders. OA is a degenerative joint disease which
causes chronic pain, stiffness, and disability, particularly in older individuals [26], and is
characterized by chronic degradation of hyaline articular cartilage and concomitant changes in
the bone underneath the cartilage [27]. Osteoarthritis is most often hypothesized to be the result
of both biological and mechanical events (e.g. excessive/abnormal joint loading). The high
incidence of osteoarthritis in women after menopause suggests that an estrogen deficiency may
play a role in the onset of the disease. Studies with women taking estrogen have shown a
decreased incidence of radiographic osteoarthritis compared with those not taking estrogen [28].
Genetic factors could account for as many as 50% of cases of osteoarthritis in the hands and hips.
These factors include vitamin-D receptor gene, insulin-like growth factor I genes, and cartilage
oligomeric protein genes [29]. Additionally, inflammatory mediators, often linked with obesity,
such as C-reactive protein and TNF-α, have also been shown to further the development of
osteoarthritis [30] and produce catabolic (tissue resorbtive) changes to the chondrocytes within
the hyaline cartilage [31].
Mechanical factors have also been shown to play a large role in the onset and progression
of osteoarthritis. One of the most common theories on the mechanical contribution to
osteoarthritis is that excessive axial loads on the joint can accelerate normal degeneration that
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occurs with aging [4]. Seedhom hypothesized that a certain level of loading was necessary to
maintain articular cartilage health, and that regular exercise “conditions” hyaline cartilage for
larger stresses experienced in more vigorous activity, increasing the upper limit of loading that a
joint can tolerate without accelerating deterioration [32]. Cartilage explants subjected to
dynamic compression loading at certain frequencies were shown to increase chondrocyte
anabolism [33], supporting the theories that a certain level of loading is required for cartilage
health. This would suggest that sedentary individuals could be more susceptible to developing
acute musculoskeletal injuries. An animal study by Radin et al. utilizing a rabbit model, reported
that increased mechanical loads within the knee resulted in bone remodeling, followed by
horizontal splitting and deep fibrillations of the overlying cartilage, which was followed by
increased chondrocyte activity and metabolic alterations [34]. This supports the hypotheses that
there is an upper limit to the amount/frequency of loading that hyaline tissue tolerate before OA
initiates/accelerates. These studies also suggest that single traumatic events, such as splitting of
the tissue, could initiate the biochemical progression of OA.
Walking is a common form of physical activity, but may also be the source of mechanical
loads that could lead to OA. Walking is the most commonly prescribed form of physical activity
due to its convenience and low musculoskeletal injury rates [1]; however, JCFs of up to three
times bodyweight have been reported at the knee joint during self-selected speed walking
through both modeling [35] and in vivo measurements [13]. Additionally, the medial
compartment of the knee joint has been shown to support greater loads than the lateral
compartment, which is hypothesized to be a leading factor as to why medial compartment OA is
more common. Felson et al. showed that moderate levels of physical activity over a nine year
period had no effect on increasing the radiographic evidence of OA prevalence or progression
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[36]. However, Hootman and colleagues have also reported that physical activity is correlated to
musculoskeletal injuries in both sedentary and physically active adults. Greater than 80% of
total all-cause injuries were related to physical activity in both men and women, with 19-23%
occurring at the knee [1]. Prevalence of OA is often attributed to a previous musculoskeletal
injury [3]; therefore although physical activity is widely accepted as an avenue for
cardiovascular disease prevention [23], and necessary for articular cartilage health [32, 33], it
may also be responsible for musculoskeletal injuries and OA development.

Effects of Speed on the Biomechanics of Walking
A detailed understanding of gait biomechanics is imperative to understanding the
relationship between walking and the development of musculoskeletal injury and pathology. A
large body of literature exists that explores the changes in spatial-temporal characteristics,
kinematics, kinetics, muscle activity, and muscle coordination across a range of walking speeds.

Spatial-Temporal Characteristics
Spatial-temporal characteristics of walking include speed, cadence, stride length, step
width, stride frequency, and percent of stride spent in stance, swing, or double support. At selfselected walking speed in the average person (~1.3 – 1.4 m•s-1), stride length is approximately
1.5 meters with a stride frequency of 1 Hz [37]. Typically, about 60 percent of the gait cycle is
spent in stance and about 40 percent is spent in swing for each leg [38].
While examining the effects of slow (~0.83 m•s-1), free (1.40 m•s-1), and fast (~1.90 m•s1

) walking speeds on kinematics and EMG, Murray et al. described several changes to spatial-

temporal characteristics of gait. Increases in walking speed were shown to significantly increase
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cadence, stride length, and percent of stride spent in swing, while significantly decreasing cycle
duration, percent of stride spent in stance, and time spent in double support [8]. Schwartz et al.
supported these findings, showing that stance phase and double support both decreased with
increasing speed [7].

Angular Joint Kinematics
Kinematics is the branch of classic mechanics that describes motions of coordinates,
bodies, and systems of bodies without attention to the causal forces [39]. Typical gait analysis
convention identifies angles at the hip, knee, and ankle as 0° when the body is in the anatomical
position. Figure 2.1 shows sagittal plane joint kinematics during a stride for the hip, knee, and
ankle joint, as well as effects of walking speed. Sagittal plane kinematics are the most frequently
and accurately reported; however, frontal and transverse plane kinematics are also recorded via
three dimensional motion capture systems. During level, self-selected speed walking, the hip is
flexed about 30° at the time of heel strike, and extends (~5° extension) through mid-stance, and
flexes (~30°) prior to toe-off [37, 38, 40]. The knee is mildly flexed (5-10°) at heel-strike and
experiences peak flexion (~20°) as the limb is loaded during stance. The knee extends through
late stance and flexes just prior to toe-off[38, 40]. During swing, the knee continues to flex to a
peak of ~60° to aid in foot clearance and extends prior to heel-strike [38, 40]. The ankle is in a
neutral position (~0°) at heel-strike and plantar flexes during loading in early stance. Following
contact of the forefoot, the ankle changes towards dorsiflexion through mid-stance, reaching a
peak of approximately 10° dorsiflexion as the shank becomes the moving segment. Following
the onset of terminal double support, the ankle rapidly plantar flexes, reaching a peak of ~20-30°
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at the end of stance. A neutral to slightly dorsiflexed position is reached by mid-swing and
maintained until heel-strike [37, 38].

Figure 2.1 Sagittal plane joint angles at the A.) hip, B.) knee, and C.) ankle across walking
speeds. A positive value indicates flexion for the hip and knee joints, while a positive value
indicates plantar flexion at the ankle joint. (un-published data)

The effects of speed in relation to angular joint kinematics have been thoroughly reported
in adults. Increased walking speeds have been shown to increase the range of motion at the hip
joint (Fig. 2.1 a), increasing both flexion angle in early stance and extension angle in late stance
during level walking [8]. Similarly, the knee joint range of motion has been shown to increase
with increased walking speeds (Fig. 2.1 b) [41]. While the ranges of motion at the knee and hip
joints are greater at faster speeds, Murray and colleagues reported that the range of motion at the
ankle joint did not increase significantly (Fig. 2.1 c) [8]. Browning et al. reported hip and knee
angles that were generally more extended during slower walking trials, as well as greater ankle
plantar flexion during stance and greater dorsi-flexion during swing [6]. Findings by Schwartz et
al. support the results of the two previously discussed studies in regards to the hip and knee
joints, showing an increased range of motion in both joints with increased walking speeds in
children (ages 4 – 17). Similar to Browning et al. they reported that with increased walking
9

speeds, there was less dorsiflexion during stance, but greater plantar flexion at toe-off,
maintaining approximately the same total range of motion [7].
Kinetics
Kinetics describes the branch of classical mechanics which is concerned with the
relationship between motions of bodies and their causes, generally forces and torques. Common
kinetic measures include ground reaction forces (GRF), net muscle moments (NMM) and joint
reaction forces (from inverse dynamics), and joint work and power. The following section will
explore some of these typical kinetic measures and their changes with walking speed.

Ground Reaction Forces
During gait, ground reaction forces are generated between the feet and the ground. Force
plates, containing piezoelectric or strain gauge force transducers, can measure GRFs as a subject
stands on or walks across them, as well as track the center of pressure. Force plates typically
measure the reaction forces between the feet and the ground in the three axes: vertical,
medial/lateral, and fore/aft. Typically force plates are placed in the center of a platform or stair
surface, but have recently been used in conjunction with single and split-belt treadmills to aid in
the collection of gait data. Ground reaction forces are essential in the calculation of NMMs, joint
reaction forces, joint work, and joint power.
During level walking at a self-selected speed, the vertical (largest) component of the GRF
has two peaks, separated by a minima (Fig. 2.2 a). Peak magnitudes are approximately 110% of
bodyweight while the minimum mid-stance magnitude is approximately 80% of bodyweight
[38]. The first peak occurs at approximately 15% of the gait cycle, due to loading response as
the body’s center of mass (COM) is being decelerated. The minima is associated with the rise
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and anterior translation of the COM over the stationary stance limb, and the second peak,
occurring during terminal stance, is due to the propulsive force provided to lift and accelerate the
COM forward [38]. The anterior/posterior (A/P) component of the GRF (fig. 2.2 b) is typically
the next largest, and is generally equivalent to less than 25% of bodyweight [42]. The A/P GRFs
consist of a “braking” force (acting negatively on the leading limb) during the first half of stance
that decelerates the body as a person moves their center of mass forward, and a positive or
propulsive force that is necessary for propulsion/forward progression during late stance. The
exchange of bodyweight from left foot to right foot results in medial/lateral (M/L) GRFs. Peak
medial forces occur in mid loading response (~5% bodyweight) and peak lateral forces occur just
prior to toe-off (~7% of bodyweight) [38].

Figure 2.2: A.) Vertical and B.) anterior-posterior ground reaction forces across walking
speeds. Forces are normalized to bodyweight. (unpublished data)

As walking speed increases the first vertical GRF peak increases in magnitude,
approaching approximately 130% of bodyweight at “very fast” walking speeds [7] (compared
11

with ~110% at normal walking speeds) [38]. At slower than normal walking speeds, the vertical
component of the GRF shows less of a decrease during mid-stance, but midstance GRFs can
decrease to 60% of bodyweight at faster speeds. The second peak of the vertical component is
less sensitive to changes in speed, but still shows a trend of increasing from 100% of bodyweight
at very slow speeds to approximately 115% of bodyweight at very fast speeds [7]. The reduction
or absence of maximums and the minima during slow speeds (< 1m•s-1) is due to a reduction in
momentum, and therefore the vertical acceleration [38]. Likewise, greater maximums and
minimums of the vertical GRF component during faster speeds is representative of increases in
the magnitudes of the vertical accelerations of the body center of mass. The A/P GRF also
shows significant trends with speed (fig. 2.2b). Schwartz et al. reported the magnitudes of both
negative (early – mid-stance) and positive (mid-stance – terminal stance) A/P forces exerted on
the foot to increase significantly with speed from approximately 10% of bodyweight at a very
slow speed to nearly 25% of bodyweight at very fast walking speeds.

Net Muscle Moments
Net muscle moments at each joint can be calculated via inverse dynamics. Just as the
sum of the forces (∑F)can produce linear accelerations (a) of an object, that are modulated by
mass (m) (ΣF = m*a), the sum of the moments (∑M) can create angular accelerations (α) about a
joint axis, which are modulated by the moment of inertia (I) (ΣM = I*α). Inverse dynamics
solves for the net muscle moment (NMM), or the moment that must be produced by the
muscles/other connective tissue to balance the sum of the external moments acting at that axis.
The main limitation to using NMMs is that they only describe the net moment produced by the
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muscles/tissues spanning the joint. Many combinations of agonist and antagonist muscle forces
can contribute to the net moment.
The following paragraph describes typical sagittal-plane NMM patterns at the hip, knee,
and ankle during normal gait. The hip NMM (fig. 2.3a) is extensor for the first half of stance,
which assists in keeping the knee from collapsing and decelerates the forward rotating trunk [38,
40]. During the second half of stance, the hip NMM is flexor, and acting to decelerate the
backward rotating thigh and reverse it prior to swing. The knee moment (fig. 2.3b) is initially
flexor (1-3% of stance), then extensor to assist in controlling knee flexion during weight
acceptance (early stance). The knee NMM becomes flexor during the latter half of stance, and
just before toe-off, it becomes an extensor moment to decelerate the backward rotating shank
[40]. The ankle NMM (fig. 2.3c) is near zero at heel-strike, but increases almost linearly as a
plantar flexor moment through stance, where it acts to decelerate the forward rotating shank and
provide push-off force to the ground, peaking prior to toe-off [40]. The relative magnitudes of
these three NMMs during swing tend to be small (with the exception of the hip moment prior to
heel-strike at faster speeds); thus many studies do not report swing phase moments.
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B.)

A.)

C.)

Figure 2.3: Sagittal plane NMMs at the A.) hip, B.) knee, and C.) ankle at approximately selfselected walking speed (1.25 m•s-1). Positive NMM indicate extensor NMM at the hip and knee
and plantar flexor NMM at the ankle. (unpublished data)

Several studies have examined the effects of walking speed on NMMs during gait. Lelas
et al. reported 300% increases in peak hip extension NMMs and 175% increases in hip flexion
NMMs when walking speed was increased from 0.50 m•s-1 to 1.50 m•s-1. They also reported a
large (>200%) increase in the early stance knee extension NMM. With the same increases in
speed, a rather small (~20%) increase in peak ankle plantar flexion moment [5]. Winter reported
similar sagittal plane NMM data when comparing individuals walking at slow, natural, and fast
speeds. NMMs at the hip and knee joints both increased substantially between walking speeds.
The peak knee extensor NMM increased by approximately 150% while the peak flexor NMM
14

increased by approximately 170% between slow and fast walking speeds. Similar to Lelas et al.
the ankle joint sagittal plane NMMs showed relatively modest increases in plantar flexor NMM
with increases in speed (~20%) [40]. While examining the biomechanics of walking at both
speed and grade, Browning et al. used sagittal plane knee NMMs as a proxy measure for knee
joint loading during walking. In the non-obese control group, peak sagittal plane knee NMMs
increased by over 200% across level walking speeds.

The External Adduction Moment
The external knee adductor moment is another commonly reported proxy measure that is
related to the medial-lateral distribution of axial of joint loading. This moment is due to the
medial-lateral ground reaction force and the moment arm of that force relative to the knee joint.
A greater external adduction moment would be indicative of a larger proportion of the
compressive load on the medial compartment of the knee joint. As the external adduction
moment increases, the axial component of the JCF must be distributed more medially to
internally balance the external moment. A study by Zhao and colleagues reported the
correlations between observed knee external adduction moments and measured medial-lateral
distribution of forces from an instrumented knee implant as a single subject walked at multiple
speeds and step widths. They reported R2 values in excess of 0.90 over a gait cycle at various
speeds, indicating that external adduction moments are good proxy measures of knee loading
distribution [43]. Abnormally large measures of medial compartment loading have been
associated with the prevalence and progression of knee joint osteoarthritis [30, 44]. Positive
correlations between walking speed and magnitude of the external adduction moment have been
reported [41]. Browning and Kram reported an increase in the peak external adduction moment
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of approximately 75% from 0.50 m•s-1 to 1.75 m•s-1 [6] , while Landry et al. only reported an
increase of approximately 25% between 1.25 m•s-1 and 1.8 m•s-1 [45].

Instrumented Knee Joint Replacements
Force-measuring joint replacements have been used as early as 1966, when Rydell et al.
used a strain gauge supplied prosthesis to measure hip joint loading in a human subject [46].
Since that time, telemetry-based force-measuring implants have been used successfully to
measure forces and torques acting at the hip joint [47-49]; however, due to more complicated
architecture, it was not until the past 10-15 years that reliable force data from instrumented kneeimplants became available. These advanced force measuring knee joint implants generally
consist of a tibial tray with a polyethylene articular surface and imbedded transducer strain
gauges at the four corners. Within the titanium stem of the tibial implant is contained a multichannel transmitter and antenna to relay force and moment data from the instrumented tibial tray.
A primary function of these force measuring implants is to predict how new implant
designs will work and investigate loading mechanisms that contribute to the degeneration of an
implant [50]. Due to the altered knee-joint architecture, limited sample size, and subject joint
health these reported forces are not necessarily representative of joint loading in the general
population. However, when combined with typical motion capture techniques (kinematics and
force plate data collection), the reported forces from an instrumented prosthesis have been used
to validate loading reported from musculoskeletal modeling [12, 51].
Multiple groups have reported knee-joint loading results from instrumented knee-joint
implants during walking and a variety of other activities of daily living and recreation. The
largest body of data from telemetry-based, force-measuring knee joint is from the D’Lima et al.
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group, which has implanted three different generations of devices which measure forces in the
tibial tray, beginning in 1996 [52]. They have measured the forces and moments across the knee
joint during gait and other activities of daily living. In multiple studies, they have found that the
peak resultant tibial contact forces increased steadily during the first 12-month post-operative
period, and remained near 2.5 BW thereafter at self-selected walking speeds [53, 54]. This
suggests that during visits shortly after surgery, subjects adopted walking strategies to minimize
loading. These walking strategies included a slower self-selected pace, as well as a straighter leg
throughout stance. Stair ascending was shown to result in slightly higher tibial loading
(approximately 3.2 BW). Stationary cycling was shown to load the knee joint significantly less
than walking or stair ascending, resulting in forces of approximately only 1 BW [13].
Recreational activities such as golf (> 4 BW), skiing (approximately 4.3 bodyweight), and
jogging (> 4 BW) generated the highest axial contact forced measured by the tibial tray [13].
The group of Heinlenet al. (the group associated with Orthoload database) has reported similar
loading as that reported by D’Lima et al. They reported axial tibial tray loading of 2.1 to 2.8 BW
during self-selected speed walking [11], which is a range inclusive of the data presented by
D’Lima et al. [53, 54]. The level walking data from each group showed an average profile
consisting of two loading peaks, the first occurring at contra-lateral toe-off and the second
occurring shortly before contra-lateral heel-strike; however Kutzner et al. showed a larger
second peak [16], while D’Lima et al. showed the first peak being slightly larger.
There is only one study to date that has directly examined the effects of walking speed on
the in vivo loading conditions of the knee, using an instrumented knee joint replacement.
D’Lima et al. examined the loading changes as three elderly subjects (1 female, ages 67, 81, and
83) walked at 0.45, 0.89, 1.34, and 1.79 m•s-1 and jogged at 2.24 m•s-1. Increasing speeds within
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the “comfortable” walking speeds (0.45 – 1.34 m•s-1) had no effect on peak tibial forces;
however, at a “power walking” speed (1.79 m•s-1), peak tibial forces increased from
approximately 2.2 BW to approximately 3 BW[13]. Peak tibial loads increased beyond 4 BW
during the jogging trial. D’Lima et al. also noted that peak tibial forces were lower during
comfortable pace treadmill trials than during over-ground trials, indicating that treadmill walking
reduces joint loading or that subjects may have adopted a different walking strategy on the
treadmill due to unfamiliarity [13]. No additional kinetics or kinematics were collected during
these trials for comparisons of the mechanisms, however they hypothesized that this reduced
contact force may be from better shock absorption provided by the treadmill surface or decreased
muscle activity during push-off. Previous research has examined muscle activity between
treadmill and over-ground ambulation, finding no significant differences between the two modes
and concluding that the treadmill is a valid laboratory instrument to study gait [55].

Musculoskeletal Modeling
Dynamic human motion is achieved through activation of the skeletal muscles, which
produce forces, which in turn move segments about joints to accomplish a predetermined task.
These tasks can be quite complex, and can often take place against the action of external forces
[20]. Musculoskeletal modeling has been used to understand the coupling between these
mechanisms and to estimate muscle and joint loading for nearly 40 years [56]. Progress has been
rapidly accelerating during the past decade due to increased availability of musculoskeletal
modeling software and algorithms [19, 57], and increased computing power. As data from
instrumented prostheses is based on altered architecture and an often limited sample size of OAafflicted elderly subjects, and there are no current methods of non-invasively measuring in vivo
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muscle loads, musculoskeletal modeling remains the most effective method for estimating
muscular function and joint loading. The following will examine musculoskeletal modeling, and
multiple methods for estimating in vivo muscle and joint loading, as well as validations for these
methods.

Musculoskeletal Models
Components of a Musculoskeletal Model
The first component of a musculoskeletal model is a rendering of all bones of the skeletal
system within a model. A common method of obtaining these geometric representations of the
skeletal system is to use CT scans to create digitized bone representations of certain segment(s)
of interest for a single generic subject. In cases of pathological gait, subject specific geometric
renderings may be used to reduce error in simulations. Next, the joints connecting each
bone/segment must be defined. The definition of these joints must include a location within the
parent (more proximal) segments that the child (more distal) segment articulates. Additionally,
the motion of that joint must be defined, including any physiological limitations. For example,
the tibial-femoral joint is often simplified to a single degree of freedom (flexion and extension)
and further reduced to only allow 5-10 degrees of hyper extension, to represent the typically
observed motion of the human tibial-femoral joint [58]. Finally, the soft tissue and musculature
of the musculoskeletal model must be defined. Origin and insertion points of individual muscletendon actuators must be defined (via MRI images or dissection), as well as physiological
properties of each muscle, such as maximum isometric force, muscle/tendon length, pennation
angle and places where the muscle/tendon “wraps” around a bony structure or travels through a
sheath.
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The Muscle-Tendon Unit
An essential component of musculoskeletal models is the muscle-tendon unit actuator.
The Hill-type muscle-tendon unit is the most commonly described and widely used model [59,
60]. Hill mathematically described the contractile relationship between F (the tension/load in the
muscle) and v (the velocity of the contraction) in terms of thermodynamics as shown in equation
(2.1),

(V + b) (F + a) = b (F0 + a)

(2.1)

where V represents velocity, F represents force, a is the coefficient of shortening heat, and b is
described by equation (2.2). In equation(2.2), v0 is the maximum velocity and F0 is the
maximum isometric tension.

b = a • v0 / F0

(2.2)

A three component Hill model is often used to describe the mechanical components of
the muscle-tendon unit in motion. This model is based on several known mechanical properties
of skeletal muscles and connective tissue, such as the force-velocity (Fig. 2.4 a) and the forcelength characteristics (Fig. 2.4 b), and allows musculoskeletal researchers to account for the
viscoelasticity in the system.
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A.)

B.)

Figure 2.4: A.) Force-velocity and B.) Tension-length characteristics of skeletal muscle.

The three components of the muscle-tendon unit are represented by one non-linear spring (the
tendon) in series with an active contractile element (muscle fibers), which is in parallel with a
passive elastic element (representing passive properties of surrounding tissues). The pennation
angle of the muscle is also taken into account as described by Zajac [60] and shown in figure 2.5.
This representation of the muscle tendon unit is very common within musculoskeletal models,
such as those described by Delp et al. [57, 58].
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Figure 2.5: Mechanical representation of Hill Model as described by Zajac in 1989 [60]. LMT is
the length of the muscle-tendon unit, lT is the length of the tendon unit, lM is the length of the
muscle, FT is the force transmitted by the tendon, FM is the force produced by both the contractile
element (CE) and passive element of the muscle, and α is the pennation angle.

In 2003, Thelen [61] modified the muscle model that was frequently used in order to
allow for more subject-specific adjustment of parameters affecting muscle function. To do this,
Thelen simplified the Force-length model into two portions, a Gaussian (active) portion and an
exponential (passive) portion and presented a parametric equation to model the force generated
due to tendon strain. Thelen was able to modify parameters of the musculo-tendon model such
as deactivation time constant, maximum muscle contraction velocity, and passive muscle strain
due to maximum isometric force to be more representative of muscle function data reported in
older adults [62, 63]. Thelen’s representation of the Hill-type muscle-tendon unit is commonly
used and is the default muscle-tendon representation used in OpenSim models [19, 58].

Muscle and Joint Loading Estimations
There are two general methods of estimating muscle and joint loading characteristics.
The first method involves using an inverse dynamics approach, and decomposing the net muscle
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moments found from inverse dynamics at each joint into estimates of individual muscle forces.
This method is known as Static optimization. The second approach consists of using inputs,
either EMG signals or “computed” muscle controls, to drive a model to perform a desired
motion. This is a forward dynamics approach. Both methods have been shown to be accurate
measures for estimating muscle and joint loading; however, each method has certain advantages
and disadvantages in terms of computing time, accuracy, and ability to customize.

Inverse Dynamics and Static Optimization Approach
Given kinematic and external force data collected during standard gait analysis, it is very
simple to calculate the NMMs and reaction forces at each joint during a movement. While these
NMMs and forces may be indicative of the loading environment of a joint, and have been used
frequently as a proxy measure [5, 6], the NMMs do not provide information on the muscular load
sharing. Because there are generally many more muscles than there are degrees of freedom at a
joint, one of two things must happen to estimate muscle or joint loading in a model with an
inverse approach: 1.) muscles must be combined into groups to decrease the number of
individual muscle actuators to the number of available equilibrium equations, or 2.) use a
mathematical methodology relying on optimization principles [20, 64]. Collins examined the
effect of reducing muscle groups and found that reducing the number of muscles was insufficient
in describing synergistic and antagonist muscle function; so, while the first method may still be
suitable for estimating joint loading [56, 65], it lends little information to describe muscular load
sharing, thus optimization techniques are used much more frequently.
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Static optimization is the process by which the net muscle moments at each period in
time are decomposed into individual muscle forces to satisfy equilibrium in the system. Because
human gait is hypothesized to be a very efficient movement, optimization theory with a
physiological basis is believed to provide accurate estimates of muscular force-sharing [66]. The
most basic way to define a static optimization solution is as follows: for each instant in time,
Minimize an objective function
J = ƒ(F1,F2,F3…),

(2.3)

Subject to the equilibrium constraints of the system
Mj – Σ

= 0, m=1, 2, … , j=1, 2,…,

(2.4)

and the inequality constraints of muscle force production
, m = 1, 2,… ,

(2.5)

Where F1, F2,… are the unknown muscle forces, Mj corresponds to the net moment produced at
the jth joint axis and rm,j is the moment arm of the mth muscle about the jth joint axis. The moment
arms (rm,j) are defined within the model for given ranges of motion and the net joint moments
(Mj) are the result of inverse dynamics, which leaves only solving for the muscle forces [67].
The effects of modifying the objective function have been well discussed in the literature
[64, 68-72] and modifying these functions is one of the most common alterations made to static
optimization algorithms. Collins explored the use of several different objective functions, in
addition to examining the effect of reducing muscle groups. All of the objective functions tested
(minimized muscle force, minimized squared muscle force, minimum total muscle stress,
minimal contact force, and minimal instantaneous muscle power, minimized total ligament
force), with the exception of minimized total ligament force matched EMG timing very closely
[64]. Dul reported changes in which muscles were selected (and the magnitudes of those
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selections) based on different objective function criteria. When forces were minimized,
activation preferences for muscles with large moment arms were observed. When stresses where
used in the objective function, preference went to muscles with a product of large moment arms
and cross-sectional area. He also reported that non-linear objective functions (force2 or stress2)
led to increased synergistic muscle action [68]. Glitsch and Baumann supported the findings of
Dul by showing an increased amount of synergistic and antagonistic muscle activation when
non-linear objective function minimizations were used, such as muscle stress squared [70]. Most
researchers have focused on using an objective function which minimize muscle stress (σm)
raised to a power (p), mostly because minimizing the function

has been shown to be

physiologically analogous to minimizing metabolic cost, as well as fatigue [72], which is
hypothesized to be a driving function of human gait. Another very common static optimization
algorithm, as used in the static optimization toolbox within OpenSim[19], is to minimize muscle
activations

raised to a power p, as this was shown to result in muscle activations which

agreed with EMG data for muscles near the extremes of their force-length curve more accurately
than muscle stress squared [73]. The equilibrium constraint and objective functions used in
OpenSim to represent a physiologically relevant system are shown in (2.6) and (2.7)
respectively, held to the same positive muscle force inequality constraint shown in (2.5).
∑

[

(

∑

(

)]

(2.6)

)

(2.7)

Where nm is the number of muscles in the model;
discreet time step;
velocity; (

is the activation level of muscle m at a

is its maximum isometric force;
) is its force-length-velocity surface;
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is its length;

is its shortening

is its moment arm about the jth

joint axis;

is the net generalized moment about the jth joint axis; and p is a user defined

constant (usually 2).

Forward Dynamic Approach
The second musculoskeletal modeling method used to estimate loading of muscle and
joint tissue is forward dynamic simulation. Forward dynamic simulations are fundamentally
different than the previously discussed inverse dynamic simulations because muscle forces are
obtained by integrating the equations of motion forward in time using neural excitations as inputs
[74]. Neural excitations used in forward dynamic simulations include processed EMG signals
[75, 76] as well as computed muscle control (CMC) estimations [19, 77-79]. Forward dynamic
simulations can therefore be performed such that the solutions are less dependent on measured
kinematics and ground reaction data, and consistent with additional knowledge about
musculoskeletal function.
The current most common method for obtaining neural activations for a forward
dynamics simulation is CMC. CMC computes muscle excitation levels that will drive the
general coordinates (joint angles) of the dynamic musculoskeletal model towards the input
kinematic trajectories (collected motion capture data). Within CMC, an algorithm, similar to that
used in static optimization, is used to distribute muscle activations across synergistic muscles,
while a second optimization function drives model coordinate accelerations towards the desired
input accelerations. Unlike a pure forward dynamics simulation based on EMG signals, this
simulation is close-looped as feedback from motion tracking can produce a more stable
simulation of a given task. The benefits of this method arise when researchers are able to limit
or preferentially select certain muscle activations based on the literature. The other key benefit
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of this method is that researchers do not have to be completely reliant on measured motion
capture data, which is subject to error from movement of skin and adipose tissue. The muscle
activations obtained from CMC can be input into a standard forward dynamic simulation, which
should end up tracking the CMC derived coordinates almost exactly, to obtain muscle forces.

Model and Optimization Validation
As discussed previously, estimated muscle activations from an inverse dynamics and
static optimization approach have been validated against electromyography numerous times [30,
64, 68]. With the selection of a non-linear objective function [68, 70], based on efficiency of
human gait (muscle activation, muscle force, muscle stress, etc.) [70, 80], and considerations of
the physiological and mechanical properties of muscle [67, 71], muscular load distribution has
been shown to reflect the activity of skeletal muscle measured by EMG. Forward dynamic
simulations based on measured EMG signals will naturally lead to muscular load sharing that is
the same as measured EMG signals, but often relies on models with decreased musculature
representations due to inability to measure EMG signals from all of the muscles of the lower
limb. As constraints can be added to CMC simulations to match reported or measured muscle
activation profiles, the error in CMC is more often in large deviations from observed kinematics;
however, Thelen and Anderson reported extremely small RMS error between measured
kinematics and those produced from a CMC simulation [77]. Despite lacking the customization
of a Forward Dynamics approach, multiple groups have reported similar results when using an
inverse dynamics approach to estimating muscle activations and load sharing. Anderson and
Pandy directly compared forward and inverse dynamic solutions across a gait cycle with the
same dataset, and concluded that either method may be used to determine muscle forces during
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normal walking [73]. A similar experiment was conducted at faster (jogging/running) speeds,
which resulted in differences in absolute values of muscle forces; however, muscle coordination
reported by each method were essentially the same, suggesting that inverse and forward dynamic
simulations could be applied with the same level of confidence at faster speeds of normal gait
[74]. In cases of abnormal gait, where assumptions of efficiency are likely not applicable, or
cases where there is reason to not trust collected kinematic data, CMC-based forward dynamic
simulations still offer many advantages for accurate musculoskeletal modeling, despite much
greater computing times.
With the advent of force and moment measuring joint implants, validation of
musculoskeletal models and techniques become possible when kinematic and force platform data
are collected, and forces from modeling and the implant can be compared. Several studies have
validated muscle and joint forces from musculoskeletal modeling at the hip [81, 82] [83].
Muscle forces calculated by musculoskeletal models predicted hip contact forces during walking
and stair ascending with close agreement with force measuring implants. Reports of similar
validations at the knee joint are much more limited, however. Kim et al. recorded kinematics,
joint motion (dual-plane fluoroscopy), ground reaction force data, and tibial contact forces
simultaneously as one 80 year old subject walked at 0.80 m•s-1, 1.24 m•s-1, and 1.52 m•s-1.
Kinematics and kinetic data was applied to a 23 DOF model actuated by 58 muscle-tendon units,
described more thoroughly elsewhere [84], to solve an inverse dynamics problem. Root mean
square errors ranged from 0.21 BW at the slowest speed to 0.27 BW at the fastest speed,
indicating that the model and methods accurately estimated joint loading. This combined with
previous comparisons between musculoskeletal model estimations of muscle force distribution
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and EMG signals indicated that modeling can provide accurate descriptions of muscle force
production, in addition to joint loading.

Changes in Model Estimated Muscle Function and Joint Loading with Speed
Liu et al. examined the effects of walking speeds on muscle coordination as 8 children
(mean age 13) walked at very slow, slow, free, and fast self-selected speeds. They used
OpenSim and computed muscle control to drive a forward dynamic simulation and estimate
muscle force output. They found that when speed increased from slow to free, contributions to
support from the vasti and soleus increased dramatically. Increases in vasti activation were
attributed to greater stance phase knee flexion. The soleus was reported to contribute to a greater
extent as speed was increased compared with the gastrocnemius muscle [78]. This agreed with
previous reports by Neptune et al. which showed that gastrocnemius contributions to
accelerating the leg into swing decreased with walking speed [85]. This varies slightly with
previous work by Neptune which examined walk to run transition, where he reported that peak
forces developed by both major plantar flexor muscles above preferred walking speed was
inhibited from increasing as much as other muscle groups, despite increases in recorded EMG
signals [86].
Kim et al. used information from a previous study by D’Lima et al. to compare inverse
dynamic and static optimization estimation of muscle and joint loading to joint forces measured
directly form an instrumented knee replacement. Total joint contact forces estimated ranged
from 1.9 to 3.9 times body weight; however, when gait cycles were averaged, joint loading only
increased by approximately 36% (from ~2.09 X BW to ~2.85 X BW) when speed increased from
0.80 m•s-1 to 1.52 m•s-1. These results closely matched the measured knee contact forces (largest
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RMS errors of 0.27 BW at 1.52 m•s-1), and estimated muscle activation patterns closely matched
measured EMG signals for available muscles. This study was, however, limited by several
factors: measured bi-plane fluoroscopy imaging of the implant occurred on a treadmill while the
subject walked holding the hand rails, opposed to all other data which was collected during over
ground gait; the subject pool was limited to only one 80 year old subject who was only eight
months post-surgery (forces have been shown to increase during the first year post-operatively
[53, 54]); and no values of proxy measures of joint loading (NMM, joint reaction forces, etc.)
were reported [12].
While a great body of research exists on muscle and joint loading estimated through
musculoskeletal modeling, only the previously mentioned study by Kim et al. [12] examines the
changes in joint loading that accompany changes in walking speed. Further information
regarding the loading environment of the knee joint across a range of speeds within a larger,
healthier subject pool is needed to extrapolate the results to a larger population. Additionally,
research reporting the association between model-estimated results and proxy measures of joint
loading (NMMs) could aid in clinical settings, where musculoskeletal modeling is not used as
frequently or may be too time-intensive.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Subjects
We recruited participants using electronic sources in the Fort Collins area. Data from 10
participants (7 male and 3 female) was used in this experiment. Participants were in good health
with no known acute/chronic disease or limitations to physical activity, sedentary to lightly
active (<4 hours of physical activity per week) [23], and non-obese, with a body mass index
(BMI) of less than 25 kg/m2. Physical characteristics of the participants are shown in Table 1.
Subjects gave written informed consent approved by the Colorado State University human
research institutional review board.
Table 3.1: Physical characteristics of participants.
Subject Characteristics
Age (years)

23.6 (2.5)

Height (m)

1.78 (0.09)

Body Mass (kg)

67.2 (12.0)

BMI (kg/m2)

21.2 (2.1)

Values are mean (SD).
Experimental Protocol
Each participant attended three experimental sessions which have been described in detail
previously [87], but are outlined briefly here. The first visit followed a 12-hour fast. During the
first visit, each subject completed a health history questionnaire, was interviewed, and assessed
by a physician. Body composition for each subject was measured using dual X-ray
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absorptiometry (DEXA, Hologic Discovery, Bedford, MA). Finally, subjects completed a
standard graded exercise stress test to determine maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max). The
subsequent two testing sessions followed a 4-hour fast, and consisted of subjects walking at 16
randomized speed/grade combinations (8 per session). Treadmill speeds ranged from 0.50 m•s-1
to 1.75 m•s-1 in increments of 0.25 m•s-1 and grades were -3°, 0°, 3°, 6°, and 9°. Trials were 6
minutes in duration and subjects were allowed 5 minutes of rest between trials. Prior to data
collection, subjects were given an acclimatization period, where they walked at a comfortable,
self-selected, pace for up to 10 minutes.

Experimental Data
To record biomechanics data, we used a seven-camera, three-dimensional motion capture
system (Nexus, Vicon, Centennial, CO) and a dual-belt, inclinable, force-measuring treadmill
(Fully Instrumented Treadmill; Bertec Corp, Columbus, OH). In order to identify anatomical
landmarks and delineate lower extremity segments we placed lightweight retro-reflective,
spherical markers on each subject in accordance with a modified Helen Hayes marker set [88].
Markers were placed on the Sacrum (S1), left and right anterior superior iliac spines (ASIS),
sternum, clavicle, 10th thoracic vertebrae (T10), 7th cervical vertebrae (C7), left and right midthigh, left and right femoral epicondyles, left and right mid-shank, left and right lateral
malleolus, and the 2nd metatarsal head and calcaneus of each foot. Marker trajectories were
recorded at 100 Hz while ground reaction force (GRF) and moment data were recorded at 1000
Hz by force platforms embedded underneath each treadmill belt. Kinematic and kinetic data
were synchronized through the motion capture system. We collected motion capture data for 30
seconds during the final minute of each trial. Coordinate and kinetic data were digitally low-pass
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filtered at 5 Hz and 12 Hz respectively. All digital filters were fourth-order zero-lag Butterworth
filters.

Gait Analysis / Modeling
A “ground-up” model consisting of a thorax/abdomen, a pelvis, and left and right thigh,
shank, and foot segments was created using Visual 3D Software (C Motion, Germantown, MD).
In this model, joint centers were defined distally to proximally, beginning at the ankle joint and
ending at the pelvis. To account for any adipose tissue over the ASIS landmarks, pelvic width
was measured via DEXA scan digital image. A pelvic depth to pelvic width ratio of 83.7% for
females and 74.3% for males was used to estimate pelvic depth [89]. Two virtual ASIS markers
were created anterior to the sacrum marker by a distance equivalent to pelvic depth calculated by
the previous ratios and laterally by one half the distance of the measured pelvic width. The Bell
method [90] was then used to estimate hip joint centers, using the new virtual ASIS locations.
Vertical GRF data and a threshold of 15N (based on the standard deviation of vertical GRF
during swing) [91] were used to determine heel strike and toe off for each gait cycle for both legs
and temporal characteristics were computed for each trial using Visual3D software (Visual 3D, C
Motion, Germantown, MD).
Scale factors for a 12 segment, 23 degree of freedom (DOF) OpenSim musculoskeletal
model actuated by 92 Hill-type muscle-tendon units, originally developed by Delp et al. [57],
were exported from the Visual 3D software. Additionally, files containing general coordinates
and ground reaction force data for 5 gait cycles at 0.75 m•s-1, 1.25 m•s-1 and 1.50 m•s-1 were
also exported for each subject. The knee joint of the OpenSim model was represented as a single
degree of freedom hinge joint with anterior/posterior translation occurring as a function of
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flexion and extension. Additionally, three force actuators and three torque actuators were
applied to the pelvis to account for dynamic inconsistencies between experimental forces,
measured kinematics, and simplifications in the model (e.g. reduced degrees of freedom, lack of
arms). This allowed us to determine how much external (residual) force/torque was required to
track our collected kinematics, as well as estimate the validity of our collected data.
Using OpenSim software [19], solutions to the three-dimensional inverse dynamics
problem were solved to determine NMMs at each DOF of the right lower limb. NMMs at the
knee were decomposed into individual muscle forces via a static optimization algorithm with an
objective function which minimized muscle activation squared. Knee JCFs were computed from
the vector sum of the joint reaction force from inverse dynamics and the individual muscle forces
crossing the knee joint. The axial tibial-femoral JCF was computed as the component of the JCF
acting parallel to the long axis of the tibia and anterior-posterior and medial lateral shear
components of the contact force were orthogonal to the axial component. Joint contact force,
muscle forces, and reaction forces were normalized to body weight (BW) of each subject, while
NMMs were normalized to body mass. All data were collected from the right leg, normalized to
each gait cycle, averaged across gait cycles for each subject, and then averaged across subjects to
obtain group means at each speed.

Statistical Analysis:
One –way repeated measures ANOVA analyses were used for comparisons of knee
flexion angles, NMMs, and JCFs between speeds. When a significant main effect was observed,
post hoc comparisons were made using the Hold-Sidak method. When data failed tests of
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normality, a multiple comparisons Tukey’s test on ranks was used to determine differences
between these parameters at different speeds. A criterion of P < 0.05 defined significance.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

The purpose of this study was to examine the relative changes in knee joint loading
across walking speeds using musculoskeletal modeling and compare these changes with NMMs.
Thus, we report kinematic, kinetic, and contact force data across three walking speeds. Because
contact forces are the vector sum of individual muscle forces crossing a joint and reaction forces
at a joint, both of these sets of data are also documented. Data for a total of 48, 47, and 41gait
cycles are reported for at 0.75 m•s-1, 1.25 m•s-1, and 1.50 m•s-1 respectively.

Angular Kinematics
As speed increased, the knee joint angle during stance became more flexed, on average
(Figure 4.1). Peak stance flexion angle at the knee increased significantly from 12° flexion at
0.75 m•s-1 to 23° flexion at 1.5 m•s-1 (P < 0.001).
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Figure 4.1: Mean sagittal plane knee angles at 0.75 m•s-1, 1.25 m•s-1, and 1.50 m•s-1. Positive
values indicate extension, while negative values indicate flexion. Gait cycle begins at heel strike.
*Significant main effect of speed on peak stance angle.

Kinetics
Peak sagittal plane knee extension NMMs during weight acceptance increased
significantly (P < 0.001) with speed (Figure 4.4 A). There was a 204% increase in peak sagittal
plane knee extension moment during early stance from 0.75 m•s-1 to 1.50 m•s-1. The peak
sagittal plane knee flexion NMM also significantly increased (P = 0.002) with speed (Figure 4.2
A). There was a 73% increase in the peak late stance sagittal plane knee flexion moment
between 0.75 m•s-1 and 1.50 m•s-1. The peak internal abduction moment during weight
acceptance increased with speed (P = 0.002). As speed increased from 0.75 m•s-1 to 1.50 m•s-1
there was a 40% increase in peak internal abduction moment (Figure 4.2B).
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Figure 4.2: Mean knee net muscle moments at 0.75, 1.25, and 1.50 m•s-1: A.) Sagittal plane
knee NMM. B.) Internal abduction NMM at the knee. Positive values indicate extensor moments
in the sagittal plane, while positive values indicate internal adductor moments in the frontal
plane.
*Significant main effect of speed on peak NMMs.

Joint Contact and Shear Forces
Peak estimated axial knee contact JCFs occurred during late stance and increased
significantly between 0.75 m•s-1 and 1.25 m•s-1 (P = 0.008) and between 0.75 m•s-1 and 1.50
m•s-1 (P = 0.005), but did not increase significantly between 1.25 m•s-1 and 1.50 m•s-1 (P =
0.28). Figure 4.3 shows the changes in the axial knee JCF as well as the changes in
anterior/posterior (A/P) and medial/lateral (M/L) shear forces at the knee. Axial tibial-femoral
JCFs did increase significantly (P = 0.01) with speed at the instant associated with peak sagittal
plane extensor NMM (29% increase from 0.75 m•s-1 to 1.50 m•s-1). Peak A/P shear forces at the
knee joint increased significantly as speed increased (P < 0.005) (Figure 4.3 B). Peak early
stance M/L shear forces at the knee also increased in magnitude with increases in speed
(P< 0.001) (Figure 4.3 C).
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Figure 4.3: Mean Contact forces at the knee joint at 0.75 m•s-1, 1.25 m•s-1, and 1.50 m•s-1: A.)
axial knee contact forces, B.) anterior/posterior shear forces, and C.) medial/lateral shear
forces.
*Significant main effect of speed on joint contact/shear forces
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We found that muscles were the major contribution to the axial contact force at the knee,
rather than joint reaction forces. Figure 4.4 shows the relative contributions of the knee joint
reaction forces to the knee JCF at 0.75 m•s-1 and 1.50 m•s-1 in the axial and A/P directions. The
axial reaction force at the knee joint was responsible for approximately 27% of the peak axial
knee joint contact force occurring in late stance across all three speeds tested. The
anterior/posterior reaction force was responsible for approximately 62%, 41%, and 35% of the
peak A/P tibial-femoral shear force during early stance at 0.75 m•s-1, 1.25 m•s-1, and 1.50 m•s-1,
respectively.

Figure 4.4: Mean A.) Axial and B.) anterior/posterior contributions of the joint reaction force
(blue) to the joint contact force at 0.75 and 1.50 m•s-1.
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Figure 4.5 shows the forces produced by the muscles crossing the knee joint. Relative
magnitudes of muscle force production generally increased with speed, while muscle activation
timing remained relatively constant. The vasti muscle group (vastus medialis, vastus lateralis,
and vastus intermedius) showed significant force production increases (380%) with speed while
other muscle groups increased much more modestly.
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Figure 4.5: Mean estimated forces of muscles crossing the knee joint at 0.75 m•s-1, 1.25 m•s-1,
and 1.50 m•s-1. Vasti muscle group consists of the vastus medialis, vastus intermedius, and
vastus lateralis summed. Hamstrings muscle group consists of biceps femoris short head, biceps
femoris long head, semimembranosus, and semitendinosus summed. Note: Y-axis scaling is
different for each muscle group.
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Musculoskeletal Model Error
The residual actuator force required to maintain dynamic consistency within the
musculoskeletal model was similar across walking speeds in all three directions. Figure 4.6
shows the average axial residual force required at the pelvis to maintain dynamic consistency
across speeds for all subjects (residual forces in axial direction were the largest).

Figure 4.6: Average axial residual force required at the pelvis across walking speed. Relatively
low average residual forces indicate smaller inconsistencies between collected kinematic/kinetic
data and the musculoskeletal model. Forces shown are normalized to BW, and error bars indicate
standard error.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

Congruent with our first hypothesis, we observed significant increases in the peak axial
knee JCFs and sagittal plane NMMs as speed was increased from 0.75 m•s-1 to 1.50 m•s-1.
While the late stance peak sagittal plane NMM increased by 73%, the peak axial knee JCF only
increased by 11%. During early stance, the peak extensor NMM increased by over 200%, while
axial knee JCFs increased by approximately 30%. This supports our second hypothesis that
sagittal plane NMMs would increase by a greater magnitude than axial knee JCFs estimated via a
statically determinant model.

Knee Joint Contact and Shear Forces
The axial knee JCFs estimated here increased modestly with speed, but are over-all
greater than those measured via instrumented implants. Average peak axial knee JCFs ranged
from 3.41 BW at slow walking speeds (0.75 m•s-1) to 3.80 BW at the fastest speed (1.50 m•s-1),
and occurred during late stance at ~ 47% of the gait cycle. D’Lima et al. reported that peak invivo contact forces increased by about 35% (~2.25 BW to ~3.05 BW) between very slow (0.45
m•s-1) and “power walking” (1.78 m•s-1) speeds. [13]. This range of speeds is approximately
75% greater than the range of speeds tested in our experiment, but the changes in peak JCFs
could still be considered modest in comparison to commonly observed increases in peak sagittal
plane NMMs. There are several possible explanations which could account for the elevated axial
JCFs reported in this study compared with in vivo loading data recorded via instrumented
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implants. First, our subjects were screened to be free of any limiting factors to physical activity,
including joint pain or diagnosed joint osteoarthritis. All of the subjects from which in vivo data
has been collected had received total knee arthroplasties (TKA), presumably due to OA.
Richards and colleagues showed that peak knee contact forces decreased with increased severity
of OA (i.e. those that would be most applicable for a TKA), indicating that those afflicted by OA
may adopt strategies to decrease loading of their knee joints [79]. Secondly, the average age of
subjects in our study was 23 years old, while subjects from studies with force measuring knee
replacements generally ranged from 60 to 80 years old. Research has shown a decreased selfselected speed, cadence, step length, and propulsive GRF generation with age during adulthood
[92]. This suggests that older adults, like those described in the majority of the in-vivo literature,
when forced to walk above their self-selected speed on a treadmill, may adopt strategies to
reduce joint contact forces, due to either habit or unfamiliarity. Finally, the larger JCFs in the
data we present could be due to limitations of our model, which contains simplified joint
architecture and lacks some soft tissue structures (i.e. ligaments).
Consistent with previous research, we found that muscles were the primary contributors
to tibial-femoral contact forces. Muscle forces were responsible for 73% of the peak axial
contact forces occurring in late stance, regardless of speed. During early stance, muscle force
contribution to the axial JCF decreased from 61% to 54% with speed. However, as speed was
increased, muscle contributions to the A/P tibial-femoral shear forces during early stance
increased from 38% to 65%. Forces produced by the quadriceps muscle group in this study
increased significantly (~300% for the vasti and ~40% for the rectus femoris) with speed.
Accompanying this increased muscle force production by the quadriceps group, the knee angle
during early stance increased from 12° to 23° between 0.75 m•s-1 to 1.50 m•s-1 (Fig. 4.1),
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distributing a greater proportion of the force generated by the quadriceps in the A/P direction,
increasing the A/P knee JCF.
The gastrocnemius muscle group was the most significant contributor to the peak
resultant joint contact force occurring during terminal stance. Similar to results reported by
Neptune and Sasaki, forces generated by the gastrocnemius muscle did not increase significantly
from 1.25 m•s-1 to 1.50 m•s-1. Neptune and Sasaki suggested that the ability of the plantarflexors
to power walking may be compromised at faster walking speeds, possibly explaining the
necessity to transition to running [86]. The quadriceps muscle group (consisting of the three
vasti muscles and the rectus femoris) was the most significant contributor to the peak resultant
joint contact force during weight acceptance. The vasti muscles have been shown to be the main
contributors to support during early-stance weight acceptance [85], while the rectus femoris is
generally considered to be relatively inactive until pre-swing [38]. High activations of the rectus
femoris during early stance is likely a consequence of the objective function chosen (i.e. the
rectus femoris was activated at same time as the vasti muscles during early stance to minimize
the sum of the muscle activations squared at that instant). As we are not describing the
distributions of axial loads based on individual muscle contributions, this discrepancy in how the
sagittal NMM is decomposed should not affect the validity of our reported joint contact forces.
Muscle activation timing, with the exception of the rectus femoris during early stance, was
consistent with reported EMG muscle activation literature [38], and phasing of muscle
activations stayed relatively stable with changes in speed, similar to results reported by den Otter
et al. [10].
Peak frontal-plane internal abduction moment during weight acceptance had a positive
association with speed, increasing approximately 40% between 0.75 m•s-1 and 1.50 m•s-1. This
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is consistent with speed effects reported by Schwartz et al. (~30% increase) [7]. Frontal plane
moments at the knee have been used as a validated [43] proxy measure to describe medial-lateral
distribution of axial loads at the knee joint. This increase in the internal-abduction moment with
speed would indicate that a greater proportion of the axial JCF is being distributed on the medial
surface of the tibial plateau, which is often implicated in the onset and progression of
osteoarthritis [30, 44].
In addition to the increased JCFs and an increased medial distribution of loads at the knee
with walking speed, loading rates were also greater at the faster walking speeds. The average
duration of a gait cycle at 0.75 m•s-1 is approximately 37% longer than at 1.50 m•s-1 (1.38 s vs.
1.01 s) and the time spent in stance (and therefore weight acceptance) is also shorter. Thus, the
axial rate of loading at 1.50 m•s-1 is 12.67 BW•s-1 compared to 7.15 BW•s-1 at 0.75 m•s-1, a 77%
increase. Similar to axial tibial-femoral loading rates, A/P (1.17 BW•s-1 to 5.56 BW•s-1) and
M/L (0.42 xBW•s-1 to 1.30 xBW•s-1) shear loading rates also increased substantially from 0.75
m•s-1 to 1.50 m•s-1. Ehlen and colleagues reported similar changes in rates of loading of the
vertical ground reaction forces [87]. The rates of loading in this study differ in how they are
calculated: we report the actual rates of loading for the axial contact force and A/P and M/L
shear forces at the knee joint. Rapid loading may increase the risk of acute musculoskeletal
injury or the development of OA [93, 94].

Net Muscle Moments as a Proxy Measure of Joint Loading
Changes in sagittal plane NMMs do not accurately represent the changes in axial joint
loading associated with changes in walking speed. The significant speed effect on sagittal plane
NMMs reported in this study is supported throughout the literature. Schwartz and colleagues
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showed a 175% increase in sagittal-plane extensor NMMs from slow to fast walking speeds, and
a nearly 75% increase in peak sagittal-plane flexor NMMs across speeds [7]. Likewise,
Browning et al. and Lelas et al. also showed significant speed effects on the peak sagittal-plane
extensor NMMs, however much smaller effects of speed on the peak flexor NMM during
terminal stance [5, 6]. While peak extensor NMMs in this study increased by over 200% and
peak flexor NMMs increased by approximately 75% between 0.75 m•s-1 and 1.50 m•s-1, the peak
axial tibial-femoral contact force only increased modestly. At the instant of the peak extensor
NMM in early stance (which increased by 204%), we observed a 29% increase in the axial knee
JCF. This shows a large disassociation between changes in peak axial joint loading estimated via
NMMs and those estimated via musculoskeletal modeling.
Several factors may contribute to the disassociation between axial JCFs and NMMs at the
knee across walking speeds. Increased early-stance extensor NMMs with speed are reflected in
the significantly increased force production by the vasti (Fig. 4.5 a) and rectus femoris (Fig. 4.5
c) muscles with speed, which act to extend the knee. Muscle force produced by the antagonist
gastrocnemius (Fig. 4.5 b) actually decreases with speed at this same instant, causing the net
muscle moment to become even more extensor with speed as well. While it is intuitive that the
significantly increased net muscle force production would lead to greater compressive forces
across the knee joint, early stance flexion angles at the knee also increase significantly with
speed, causing a greater proportion of the muscle forces to contribute to the A/P instead of the
axial JCF with speed. While this causes a large increase in A/P shear loading (similar to
magnitude of change in NMM), the over-all resultant JCF, which is largely determined by the
axial JCF, does not significantly increase. During late stance, gastrocnemius force output (Fig
4.5 b) only increases modestly with speed, likely due to the limiting force production properties
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of the plantar flexors with speed discussed by Neptune and Sasaki [86]. This would only lead to
a proportional increase in the flexor NMM; however, at the same instant, force output by the
antagonist rectus femoris muscle (Fig. 4.5 c) decreases with speed, leading to a more significant
increase in the net flexor muscle moment. Because the gastrocnemius only increases force
output modestly and the rectus femoris actually decreases force output, the net increase in
muscle force with speed is small, leading to the modest increases observed in the axial JCF
during terminal stance.
Applications
While these data show that peak axial tibial-femoral contact forces only increase
modestly with speed, the loading environment of the joint is still significantly different between
slow and fast walking speeds. During early stance weight acceptance (~0-15% of gait) axial
knee contact forces are approximately 0.85 X BW greater at 1.50 m•s-1 than at 0.75 m•s-1.
Additionally, increased internal abduction NMMs with speed are indicative of a greater
proportion of the axial tibial-femoral force being distributed along the medial compartment of
the knee [43], which has been implicated with the development [95] and progression [44] of
osteoarthritis. The rate of loading in the axial, A/P, and M/L directions also all significantly
increased with speed, which could potentially increase the risk of acute musculoskeletal injury or
development of OA [93, 94]. The considerable increase in peak A/P tibial-femoral shear force
during weight acceptance would more than likely be taken up by the ligamentous structures of
the knee, which could lead to additional stress on the anterior cruciate ligament [96]. Shear
forces at joints have also been implicated as the cause of most osteochondral fractures [97],
albeit, usually at forces in excess of those seen during normal walking. However, these
increased peak A/P shear forces during weight acceptance could increase the risk of injury,
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especially in unhealthy, sedentary, or diseased populations. The data from this model suggests
that slower walking could significantly decrease the axial JCF, medial compartment loading, and
rate of loading at the tibial-femoral joint during early stance, as well as decrease the shear
loading of the tibial plateau. While these safety benefits may be applicable for rehabilitative
purposes, slow level walking would not be a good form of physical activity, as metabolic
intensity is so low. Previous studies have focused on the use of slow gradient walking to
decrease some of these possible risks associated with increased speeds, while maintaining an
aerobic demand [6, 87]. D’lima et al. also examined different exercise modalities, and reported
that using an elliptical trainer could achieve the aerobic demand of light jogging, with peak loads
at the knee joint similar to moderate level walking [13].

Limitations
There are several limitations of our study which should be noted. As with all inverse
dynamics-based calculations, we are limited by the placement of reflective markers, marker
motion artifact, and the accuracy of the system. Because we used relatively lean individuals, we
are confident that markers were placed accurately and not significantly affected by adipose
tissue. Additionally, modern motion capture systems with as few as 3 cameras have been shown
to track marker movement to within 0.5 mm[98]. The accuracy of the system has also been
shown to increase with a greater number of cameras [99], such as the system used in this study
(seven cameras), so we are confident in our tracked kinematics. The relatively low (~15 N)
average axial residual (Figure 4.6) suggests that the kinetic and kinematic data were accurate and
that the results had only small dynamic inconsistencies.

Finally, while forward dynamic

simulations (such as CMC) allow researchers to not be constrained by their kinematic data,
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Anderson and Pandy reported that both static and dynamic simulations could be used with
confidence to analyze normal walking [73].
The model used in this study was a generic model scaled to the anthropometrics of each
subject. This model contained simplified joint geometries, including the knee joint. The knee
joint was represented as a single DOF tibial-femoral joint with A/P translation as a function of
flexion and extension (i.e. A/P translation was not independent, therefore not considered its own
degree of freedom). This knee joint definition could have significant impact on the reported
knee JCFs. Newly developed models containing more physiologically relevant patellae and knee
joint definitions have recently become available. These models include a patella, which the vasti
and rectus femoris muscles “wrap” around like a frictionless pulley. This causes the forces
produced by the quadriceps muscle to exert a positive tensile force on the tibia, which acts to
compress the knee joint, causing the femur to exert a negative A/P knee JCF onto the tibial tray.
While this likely would not have a large impact on the axial forces reported in this study nor the
major findings of this research (disassociation between sagittal NMM and axial JCFs), it would
likely yield smaller positive A/P Shear forces, especially during early stance, when compared to
the data presented in this study[100].
There is no way for us to directly validate the muscle forces reported in this study;
however, muscle activation profiles from our model closely match on/off muscle excitation
timing reported throughout neuromuscular literature [38]. The model chosen is also based on a
model by Delp et al. [57], which has been validated against EMG muscle activations to
accurately predict muscle functions.
Additionally the subjects in our study were relatively homogeneous. All of the subjects
in this study were free from any physical limitations to physical activity, healthy, and sedentary
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to lightly active. Caution should be taken when applying the results of this study to nonnormative populations.

Conclusions
While we observed substantial increases in sagittal plane NMMs with walking speed,
axial JCFs only increased modestly. The loading environment at faster walking speeds was,
however, quite different. We observed a greater distribution of axial loads along the medial
compartment of the knee joint, represented by increased internal abduction NMM, as well as
greater A/P shear forces and significantly increased axial, A/P, and M/L rates of loading. The
disassociation between NMMs and JCFs in this study suggests that NMMs may not accurately
reflect changes in joint loading across different conditions. This would also suggest that
simplified musculoskeletal models which predict joint loading based on NMMs [101] may also
inaccurately estimate joint loading. While relatively slow level walking may not be an ideal
form of physical activity from a physiological perspective, walking slowly on an incline may
reduce the risk of musculoskeletal injury while requiring appropriate exercise intensity.
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